Abstract-In this paper, a single LRF has been used to produce a 3D map for the mobile robot navigation. The 2D laser scanners are used for mobile robots navigation, where the laser scanner is applied to detect a certain level of area by the straight beam. Therefore, it is limited to the usages of 2D obstacle detection and avoidance. In this research, it is designed to complement a mobile robot system to move up and down a single LRF along the yaw axis. During the up and down motion, the 2D data is stacked and manipulated to build a 3D map. Often a single LRF data is mixed with Gaussian and impulse noises. The impulse noises are removed out by the hybrid median filter designed in this research. The 2D data which are improved by deleting the impulse noises are layered to build the 3D map. To remove impulse noises while preserving the boundary is a main advantage of the hybrid median filter which has been used widely to improve the quality of images. The effectiveness of this hybrid median filter for rejecting the impulse noises has been verified through the real experiments. The performance of the hybrid median filter is evaluated in terms of PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) and the processing time.
INTRODUCTION
Today, mobile robot has been focused on the autonomous navigation while robotics industry is rapidly developed. Mobile robot should be able to judge how to avoid or overcome obstacles in order to be autonomous navigation in unknown terrain. To accomplish this, the map is required to provide the appropriate information on the terrain surrounding. So far, many researches have been carried out about 2D and 3D map building in indoor and outdoor [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Currently many studies have been conducted concerning the vision sensor, ultrasonic sensor and laser scanner. The studies about the map building of ultrasonic sensor or laser scanner are recognized about most existence of obstacles. And the mobile robot is always considers target of avoidance of these obstacles. Recently many robots in unknown terrain have been developed, and this trend is increasing the need to determine the shape of height and slope of the obstacle [6] . This study is proposed about only LRF laser scanner and dynamic cell servo motor in order to build the 3D map using a relatively simple configuration of the measurement system. This paper proposes the estimation system using LRF laser scanner and dynamic cell servo motor.
In the proposed measurement system, measurement characteristic of LRF laser scanner is excellent and accurate. But, the laser scanner received data that was mixed with Gaussian noise and the impulse noise by the obstacles and the environmental factors. In case that there is caused noise, it is difficult that the robot draw a map. When the mobile robot is performed a work, the map cannot distinguish the obstacles and the noises.
In the imaging, Gaussian noise is removed effectively by low-pass filtering and blurring, but the impulse noise is not almost giving an influence. In this paper, the impulse noises are dealing with the method of Hybrid Median Filter based on mask that is used in the field of imaging [7] . Also, the method of data acquisition is dealing with in order to apply the Hybrid median filter.
As it begin, chapter Ⅱ is explained the system configuration and a map building, and Chapter Ⅲ is explained how to apply Hybrid Median Filter in order to the impulse noise removal. And 3D map building which applied to hybrid median filter is verified through the experimentation in chapter Ⅳ. Finally, this paper concludes by presenting the conclusions in chapter Ⅴ.
II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND MAP BUILDING
This paper used the optical encoder that is 10W DC motor and 256 pulse/rotate accuracy is to build the map. Hokuyo Company's distance sensor is a URG-04LX that is an indoor laser scanner. It is possible through a RS-232 communication, and can measure 2-axis plane in 0.36° intervals within 240°and the maximum measurement distance is 4000mm. Also the angle of scanner tilting is controlled by two servo motors and measured the Yaw-axis data of robot using the motor encoder. The acceleration sensor of mobile robot is arranged with X(Roll) -axis, gyro sensor is arranged Z(Yaw) and Y(Pitch) -axis. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Figure 2 is mechanism for measuring 3 -Dimensional information using the servo Motor. Figure 3 is the overall system block diagram that is consists of one 3-axis acceleration and two 1-axis gyro sensors. And, main MCU used a TMS320F 28335 of TI company. IMU sensor is consists of 3-axis acceleration sensor that is a SCA3000-D01( 2g ± ) of VTI Technologies company and ADIS6100( 300 s ± o ) gyro sensor of analog devices company. Full-duplex wireless communication camera DRC module can be controlled remote control and video information. So, we used the remote control from DRC module and it was processed the encoder through QEI of mobile robot. Generally, if we make the 2-D map building, we would know the direction using the distance of LRF sensor data [13] . Figure 4 shows the control method of Yaw-axis's tilt angle in order to create 3D map using 2D data of the single LRF. Φ1 is the slope of the motor, and θ1 is LRF scan angle, and d1 represents measurement distance of the LRF. Angle 0° is reference values at the LRF, and there is corrected according to the scan angle using the distance values. Also In this paper, it is only used to the range of 0~180° from the range of 0~240° of scanned LRF data. From equation (1), X is shown that the LRF is in front of distance to be attached the mobile robot. Y is set the distance of right and left width Figure 5 is the shape of the side of LRF, the method shows according to the slope for drawing 3-D map. 2 q is set the slope of the motor, 1 d is set the measured distance of LRF. sin (90 ) cos(90 ) can be represented equation (3). 1 1
Equation (2) 
If we use equation (4), we can compensate standard-value based on the changed distance value by angle, like figure 5. Figure 7 shows the mobile robot measures. Also, the 3-dimensional map will create to stack reflected the change of roll angel of mobile robot and the roll slope of IMU sensor. It can be represented as equation (5). 
Here, 1 q is roll angle, x, y, z are the coordinates of the scanned point and x', y', z' are corrected scan coordinate point through obtained the coordinate of rotation. In 3D map building, the error can be occurred because of lamination without appliance of value of encoder on servo motor for LRF's yaw axis tilt angle. Compensate for the error using the value of encoder on servo motor, equation. (5) shall apply [15] .
III. APPLIED HYBRID MEDIA N FILTER

A. The Image Data Acquisition
A single LRF 2-D data is scanned the range of 0~180° using proposed system of the mobile robot. As shown in figure  2 , the data was stacked using tilt angle of Yaw-axis between -30° ~ +30. 
B. Hybrid median filter
Median filtering is mainly used in the field of image processing which is one of the mask-based processing of impulse noise reduction method. But, Median filtering is hard to get the video cause of distorted phenomenon about border like straight line and corner line. As the method to compensate this problem, Hybrid median filter is used as the algorithm focused on border conservation [16] . However, this algorithm has a limit to the removal of Gaussian noise. The concept of filtering in this algorithm is extraction of mask, odd by odd number, from images. From the mask extracted, each group of diagonal, reverse diagonal, central vertical and central horizon are obtained. After sorting each group, the median value of each group is obtained. And the median value of mask and the median value of each group are sorted and the median value is obtained. The median value is inserted into the image pixels in order to eliminate the impulse noise. In this paper, 5 by 5 image mask is used to eliminate impulse noise. · Finally, selected middle value 4 is inserted pixel of the output image. Figure 12 . The proposed mobile robot and experimental environment. Figure 12 is a photograph showing the experimental environment used for 2D data extraction for 3D map building. Median filter of a similar structure having a mask was measured by comparing two ways in order to quantitatively evaluate the performance of applied hybrid median filter. The measurement method was judged by PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and the execution time on the processing speed of the filter. In Figure 13 , Median filter with the 5x5 mask used to measure the cross-type, X-type, block type, and diamondshaped. The PSNR is an objective picture quality measurement method for maximum signal-to-noise ratio, primarily used to evaluate the information loss of quality images or videos loss compression. About the power of the signal without taking into account the maximum signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated using the mean squared error. Calculation is the equation (6). From equation (6), 8bit sample images, as the maximum value of 255 can be obtained by subtracting the minimum value from the maximum value of the corresponding channel. If the loss is small, the PSNR has a high value. In addition, MSE (Mean Square Error) in the same location for the same amount of data, two is to calculate the variance. It is equation (7) . Two variables(x, y) are based on image processing to represent the horizontal, vertical. The results of scanning the environment is shown in Figure  14 , the results were as shown in Figure 15 . Figure 15 is hybrid median filter before using three-dimensional map and figure 16 is hybrid median filter after using three-dimensional map.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental environment
The 3D map built by 2D LRF and up-down motion of the servo motor. After that, 3D map algorithm proposed this paper used for distance compensate. And hybrid median filter used to remove noise.
Follow the figure16, data to form a wall of intensity got better after the filtering. And also central lines such as noise also have been removed. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed the system that the Yaw-axis move up and down using dynamic cell servo motor, and 3D map building has been implemented in the 2D laser scanner data. In this proposed system is stacked. In 3D map building, the data treated as the video for LRF receives data for in removal. This method used to remove video noise mask-based processing which is one of in-canceling effect. And, used HMF that can be calculated the edge preserving for making 3D map building. In this paper, Median filters with the various types of window and HMF applied in the evaluation of the quality of 3D map building and analyze the characterization through the measurement of PSNR and execution time. Use the time to perform all the 5x5 mask matrix operations. Therefore, there is not significant temporal difference. But, you can see that more than doubled to improve the quality of HMF is applied by comparing the results of the loss of quality using PSNR. In the median filter, distorted phenomenon about border like straight line and corner line can be improved using HMF. Select the appropriate hybrid median mask matrix for more the efficient in removal and HMF for autonomous navigation for the mobile robot in a real-time 3D map building. So that it can be used for real-time systems is expected to implement it.
